
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
New York University

Time: Mondays, 12:30-2:10pm
Location: 295 Lafayette (Puck Building) Memorial Room (4130)

Instructor: Mike Hout
Contact: email mikehout@nyu.edu

Office 295 Lafayette (Puck Building), room 4139
Office hours Wednesdays, 11am-12noon

Sign-up online at:
www.wejoinin.com/sheets/bwpoa

TA: Delaram Takyar
Contact: email delaram.takyar@nyu.edu

GOALS OF THE COURSE

1. Plan and execute an original social science project.

2. Gain facility with methods of using data to answer questions.

3. Better understand the interplay between theory & evidence.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

1. Plan an original project.

2. Collect and analyze original data.

3. Write a term paper that describes your research and interprets the results.

4. Term paper due: 15 May

ATTENDANCE REQUIRED

Attending the seminar is a course requirement. I will stop taking roll once I learn everyone’s
name, but I will note absences, deducting from the “class participation” portion of your
grade.
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GRADING

Class participation 15% of grade
This is an advanced seminar. Coming to class prepared to discuss the reading, asking good
questions, and participating in seminar discussion are essential for the kind of learning that
occurs in a seminar.

Progress memos 15% of grade each
A research plan is due 25 March.
A 4-page memo reporting preliminary results is due 22 April.

Term paper 60% of grade
The main activity of this seminar is your term paper of roughly 10,000 words (plus support-
ing material like statistical tables and graphs or similar material for qualitative results).
It is due 15 May.

PLAGIARISM
[Providing this notice is campus policy.]

Plagiarism is the practice of presenting other people’s work as your own. While your are
expected to base your work on the accumulated knowledge of the social sciences, you cannot
appropriate that knowledge without acknowledging your sources by citing them properly.
Presenting as your own a phrase, sentence, or passage from another writer’s work without
using quotation marks is the most common form of plagiarism. Presenting as your own
discovery facts, ideas, or written text gathered or downloaded from the internet is also
plagiarism. NYU does not tolerate plagiarism. Policies and procedures are outlined at:
http://cas.nyu.edu/ewp/writing-resources/statement-on-academic-integrity.html.
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BOOKS

No books are required of all students for the seminar.
Many students will find these books useful guides to writing better:

Miller, Jane E. 2013. The Chicago Guide to Writing About Multivariate Statistics (2nd edition)
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

McPhee, John. 2017. Draft No. 4: On the Writing Process. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux.

SHORT ARTICLES
(available on JSTOR)

Hout, Mike. 2018. “American Religion: All or Nothing at All.” Contexts, vol. 16, No. 4, pp.
78-80.

Fetner, Tina. 2016. “U.S. Attitudes Toward Lesbian and Gay People are Better than Ever.”
Contexts, vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 20 - 27

Hunter, Marcus Anthony. 2013. “Race and the Same-Sex Marriage Divide.” Contexts, vol. 12,
No. 3, pp. 74-76.

Warr, Mark. 2009. “Safe at Home.” Contexts, vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 46-51.
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WEEKLY TOPICS
Month Day Topic

January 28 Introduction & enrollment issues

February 4 Research process overview
11 Statistics overview
18 Presidents Day holiday
25 Working out your research plan

March 4 Data standards
11 Working out your analysis plan
18 !!Spring break!!
25 Workshop #1: What is your plan?
25 Research plan due

April 1 Respecting your subjects
8 Manipulating your data: variables & cases

15 Multivariate thinking: Does one variable’s effect depend on the value of another?
22 Workshop #2: Preliminary results and tentative conclusions
22 Progress report (4-5pp) due
29 Catch-up day (professor travel)

May 6 Presenting data in statistical tables & graphs
13 Workshop #3: Oral presentations of papers

15 Paper due
Email a pdf of final paper to mikehout@nyu.edu.
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